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1. ITRODUCFION
The objective of the Phase I Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program reported here
involved advancing and investigating mechanical concepts to control the interior ballistic process in

medium caliber bulk-loaded liquid propellant guns (BLPG).
The BLPG system is an attractive candidate for small and medium caliber weapons because the overall
gun hardware ;s inherently simple and because the use of a liquid propellant (LP) in such guns offers
potential advantages in logistics, cost, and vulnerability in comparison to comparable weapons that use

solid propellants.
Successful completion of this technology development effort through both the Phase I and Phase II
stages has the potential to provide the U.S. Army with a reliable technology base for application to achieve
improved, direct fire BLPG gun systems. Such candidate systems might include secondary armament for
the Advanced Field Artillery System (AFAS) (a 155-mm, regenerative-type LP howitzer), primary
armament for infantry fighting vehicles, guns for air defense, armament for helicopters, and perhaps others.
On a smaller scale, the technology could be used in various small arms applications.

Previous attempts to develop BLPG systems have been unsuccessful mainly because of the inability
to control the combustion processes needed to achieve both satisfactory uniformity in ballistic performance
and overall safety in gun operation. The main thrust of this current program has been directed toward
resolving these combustion control issues.

The combustion process in a BLPG system is accompanied by several fluid dynamic and combustion
instabilities. These include fluid motion to form a cavity within the body of LP in the gun chamber in
response to both LP combustion and projectile motion, fluid turbulence and breakup resulting from liquid
motion relative to the chamber walls, and liquid surface breakup arising from a velocity mismatch at the
liquid-gas interface.

While a solid propellant propulsion system uses propellant grain geometry and deterrents to control
the combustion rate, the instabilities just noted that exist in a BLPG system are developed as part of the
combustion evolution and do not represent unique performance limiting constraints on which control of
the p rocess can be based. The instability characteristics can and do vary in response to the prior sequence

of events, and small disturbances that arise early in the BLPG combustion cycle can become amplified
in the absence of bum-rate limiting characterstics.

The situation is aggravated by stiffness (low

compressibility) of the LP charge, the presence of fluid dynamic waves, and the high pressure sensitivity

of chemical reaction rates in LP combustion. These can sometimes lead to catastrophic results if not
adequately controlled. The authors' first-hand experience gained during this and previous BLPG efforts
has provided an understanding of some of these problems and has not diminished confidence that a
solution exists for achieving acceptable performance.
The overall approach adopted here to achieve control of the interior ballistic processes in BLPGs
concentrated on investigating concepts with the promise of achieving combustion stability, progressivity,
and reproducibility. Combustion stability appears to be the key feature that must be obtained first.
Progressivity of LP combustion within the gun can then be addressed by suitably increasing the burning
surface area of the flame front as the burning progresses. Reproducibility of both the combustion
pressure-time behavior and the resultant muzzle velocity should follow directly once combustion stability
(with suitable progressivity) has been achieved.
This report documents the Phase I program investigations inciuding the formulation and selection of
control concepts for further examination, experimental exploration of their feasibility in controlling the
ignition and combustion evolution in BLPG systems, and presentation of the associated findings.
The BLPG concepts advanced and explored under this program were configured with different interior
chamber geometries and were explored experimentally as a means of achieving boundary-controlled
combustion evolution within the chambers, which is both stable and reproducible. Ai, attempt was made
to retain much of the inherent simplicity of the BLPG concept.
A second feature investigated was the ignition and combustion stability of the LP XM46 in single
cylinder-type chambers, as an extension of recent findings (Talley 1990) using the LP Otto H in a
20-mm BLPG test gun fixture, which has shown promise in achieving combustion control.
The preliminary results indicate that the two types of concepts investigated are favorable in exerting
conuol of combustion evolution in BLPG systems. Further exploration will be necessary to confirm
feasibility, demonstrate effective control and repeatability of the ballistic process and muzzle velocity, and
provide preliminary BLPG concepts for weaponization.
2

2. BALLISTIC PROCESS CONTROL CONCEPTS
2.1 BLPG Overview. A typical BLPG system has often been characterized in the past as consisting
of a near bore-diameter cylindrical combustion chamber, a projectile seated at the forward end just inside
the barrel, and an igniter at the breech end. This classical BLPG system arrangement features the utmost
in mechanical simplicity but offers few means to control and stabilize the ignition and combustion
processes, or the fluid dynamics and combustion instabilities that often develop during combustion

evolution.
The general nature of ignition and combustion of liquid gun propellants as currently understood is
discussed in the following paragraphs to indicate associated problems encountered and to enable the
significance of the unique features of the proposed concepts to be better understood.
Liquid or gel propellants may contain solid components, but all such propellants have a liquid as the
continuous phase. The permeability of the LP to gas flow is zero. Since liquid combustion occurs in the
vapor phase the igniter must vaporize a small quantity of propellant and heat the vapor to a temperature
at which exothermic reactions occur. Several problems must be overcome to achieve successful initiation

of LPs in the bulk-loaded configuration, including the following:
"*Ignition and combustion gas cannot flow throughout the charge since the LP permeability is

essentially zero; instead, the gas is confined.
"*Gas from the igniter or from combustion of the LP can create radial and axial pressure waves and

strong combustion interactions at liquid-gas interfaces.
"*The ignition gas kernel (or bubble) must be sufficiently large and energetic to avoid being quenched

by expansion cooling caused by projectile motion.
" The ignition-combustion burning surface is not well defined geometrically as it is in the case of
solid propellants; rather, it is characterized initially by the growth and geometry of the ignition
bubble and combustion gas (or Taylor) cavity. Once projectile motion becomes significant, the gas
is expected to push through the LP to the projectile base, and gas-driven Helmholtz instabilities are
expected to appear on the LP at the liquid-gas interface. These instabilities may grow and cause
some of the liquid to break up and form droplets.
3

"• The igniter output and early combustion must increase the chamber pressure to a level where
reaction kinetics are rapid, where self-sustaining or controlled progressive combustion occur, and
where the ullage (sufficiently large pockets of gas [air or LP vapor]) is compressed to form a more
rigid liquid charge-even with projectile motion.

"* The amount and rate at which the LP is ignited is critical to control peak pressure in the chamber.
"* Ullage can cause unwanted local ignition by adiabatic compression heating during the early time
pressure rise.

These features indicate that the igniter must be tailored to the LP charge. Over-ignition or underignition can cause excessive pressures to occur. Pressure waves in the LP that impinge on liquid-gas-free
surfaces may also enhance combustion rates and contribute to overpressures. Therefore, igniter and
chamber designs should be configured to minimize pressure wave effects, while providing the sustained
output required to achieve positive ignition without excessive delay. Because the entire initial gas cavity
is generated by the igniter, overall combustion reproducibility depends to some extent on the inherent
reproducibility of the ignition system itself, on the way this initial cavity develops, and on the tendency
for combustion within this cavity to stabilize early during its development and growth within the chamber.

The interior ballistics characteristics of LPs are complicated by the way they bun. In the absence of
the rather well-defined geometry of solid propellant bum surfaces, combustio in LPs occurs at exposed
surfaces that are defined by a sequence of dynamic, physical events. In the classical BLPI

system, these

events may be separated into two segments: (1) before and (2) after the projectile has achieved significant
velocity and travel.

Early, the projectile remains essentially stationary, and the main function of the igniter is to create a
gas bubble within the liquid phase to achieve adequate pressure and gas volume to support initial projectile
motion while maintaining combustion. The objective of most bulk-loaded liquid concepts is to minimize
the ullage, to maximize the propellant load, and to minimize the potential for inadvertent ignition as a
result of adiabatic compression. By the time the projectile velocity has become significant (i.e., about
200 m/s), a significant fraction of the ballistic cycle is finished; only a few percent of the propellant have
burned and the gas pressure is unstable because of the relatively large (i.e., percentage-wise) volume
changes and the stiff spring nature of the liquid. This early portion of the ballistic cycle is characterized
4

by high amplitude dynamics and can be strongly influenced by the igniter. The shape of the gas bubble
generated by the igniter, the bubble location (near the breech or projectile base), the bubble growth rate
as influenced by primer flow rate, the change in bubble shape with evolutionary growth, and the
interaction of the bubble surface with pressure waves within the chamber can all influence combustion
during this period. Recent experimental results also indicate that ignition bubble contact with the chamber
wall is an important factor that can reduce random variability substantially (Talley 1990).
Once the projectile has achieved significant velocity and displacement, the mode of combustion
appears to change into one dominated by stripping of droplets from the liquid layer. While all the
mechanisms are not well understood, it is believed that this mode may begin when the initial cavity
penetrates the liquid to the projectile base as a result of projectile motion. The rate of surface generation
and global combustion appears to increase for a period, corresponding to increases in the projectile
velocity, then decreases as the projectile continues to move down the barrel. Combustion during this
period is usually well behaved if the ignition is in a suitable range, but otherwise can present problems
of developing high pressures unless some control of combustion progressivity is exercised. The latter is
a key feature sought in concepts formulated under this program. Such control appears to be possible, in
the sense of eliminating the occurrence of high pressure but may not enable suitably reproducible pressuretime behavior to be achieved in the latter portion of the ballistic cycle. This topic is addressed further,
later in this report.
The transition between these two combustion modes has also shown the potential for variability.
While the first mode is characterized by rapid pressure rise and rapid gas bubble growth, and the second
mode by droplet stripping in high velocity flow, the transition period is characterized by constant or
decreasing pressure and changing liquid geometries that can cause combustion to quench temporarily.
Thus, during this transition period, additional energy from the igniter would help to stabilize the
combustion process. This is the reasoning behind the electrothermal-chemical (ETC) concept. However,
a goal of BLPG is to avoid the high electrical power requirements inherent with that concept.
2.2

Formulation Considerations.

In accordance with the preceding overview and past BLPG

technology features explored at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL), U.S. Army Armament
Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC), Veritay, and elsewhere (Liquid Propellant Gun
Technology 1991), several features have been identified with the potential for modifying objectionable
characteristics and for achieving a degree of control of the combustion process in BLPGs.

5

This synthesis of concepts has depended heavily on applying phenomena and system features that

appeared to have a theoretical or experimental basis for controlling BLPG combustion. A number of these
key items ame noted in the following paragraphs.

2.2.1

Chamber-Igniter Geometry. Data obtained from firing tests and ignition diagnostics in a

transparent chamber and presented in Talley (1990), indicated that a key factor in early time stability and
control of bulk-loaded LP combustion is related to the degrees of freedom of ignition bubble expansion.
Both ignition and combustion are relatively well behaved if the ignition bubble contacts the chamber wall
during early growth. In contrast, if the bubble remains surrounded by liquid for a long period as a result
of improper chamber geometry, the combustion performance will tend to show significant test-to-test
variability. In the latter case, it appears that control of the combustion process can be adversely influenced
by the multiple degrees of freedom associated with bubble growth and evolution. By maintaining contact
with the chamber wall, the early radial growth, which exhibits a radius-squared bum surface for
combustion, is eliminated, and only the near constant area flame front that moves along the chamber axis
remains. Such axial burning will tend to occur even if the edge of the flame front does not maintain wail
contact, but in such cases, random quantities of unburned liquid may be left adjacent to the wall
(presumably as a result of turbulence) after the flame front passes. Subsequently, these random liquid
quantities bum vigorously and cause significant pressure pulses and are believed to account for much of
the test-to-test performance variability.

An important factor in establishing ignition bubble contact with the wall is the ratio of the diameter
of the combustion chamber to the diamiieter of the output orifice, through which the hot booster gas of the
axial pyrotechnic igniter passes. Tests in which this ratio was varied (Talley 1990) indicated that a ratio
of about 15:1 or less resulted in much less pressure and muzzle velocity variability than greater values,
for a test configuration featuring front ignition. Similar results were found for a breech-ignited BLPG.
The optimum chamberfigniter orifice diameter ratio appears to exhibit some dependence on the booster
type and mass, the chamber geometry and volume, and likely the projectile mass.

A second feature associated with the chamber-igniter geometry is that the observed peak chamber
pressure is a function of the diameter of the first chamber section in which the ignition bubble forms. The
peak pressure will increase as the chamber diameter increases.

6

A third feature related to this same igniter-chamber geometry is the nearly complete independence of
peak chamber pressure from moderate increases in diameter after the first chamber section-provided the
length of this first section exceeds some minimum.
A fourth feature becomes important after the third. Once the flame front passes a step change in
chamber diameter, it will bum into the next chamber section, its bum surface area will expand, the mass
bum rate will increase, and the front will restabilize.
A fifth feature arises from test firings that indicate that as the flame front moves beyond the position
of a s6tep, the combustion does not restabilize when inside a truncated cone rather than inside a cylindrical
chamber section (where the same diameter change occurs for the same length following the step).
The restabilization of combustion and increased mass bum rate with diameter permits a sixth feature
of geometrical progressivity of the LP combustion to be identified. Additional coaxial, cylindrical
chambers with successively larger diameters can be added to the end of the first chamber section, thereby
forming a composite chamber with stepped walls. The burn surface area will change as the combustion
progresses through the bulk liquid, and the proper choice of chamber internal geometry will enable control
of the progressivity of combustion to be achieved.
Finally, a seventh feature arises from the abrupt changes in chamber diameter at the steps. These
annular type chamber surfaces will reflect portions of longitudinal pressure waves, which may develop
in the chamber (both in the liquid and in the pressurized combustion gas). Such reflections help break
up and diffuse these waves and thereby help reduce combustion "noise" in the chamber by reducing the
wave-combustion interactions.
2.2.2 In-Barrel Effects. Data obtained from recent firing tests at Veritay (Talley and Bracuti 1990),
and from an example repeated as Test No. I under this program (noted later in this report) indicate that
combustion of LP can occur within the barrel. Some burning of this nature probably cannot be avoided
when using breech ignition in a BLPG system, since some of the unburned LP near the front of the
chamber is apt to be forced to follow behind the projectile during its early motion down the barrel.
Subsequently, this LP will bum in the barrel. Depending on the quantity and surface area of the LP which
bums in-barrel, a second, third, or more secondary pressure peaks may appear on the pressure-time trace
within the gun. If these secondary peaks are sufficiently small, they may have negligible effect on the
7

muzzle velocity of the projectile. Otherwise, they may influence the muzzle velocity adversely, since such
pressure peaks are typically not very reproducible. As a result, it is desirable to minimize the presence
of such secondary pressure peaks; this may be possible by choosing operating parameters within the BLPG
system that will favor LP combustion in the chamber rather than in the barrel.
2.2.3 Type of Liquid Propellant. The type of LP to be used in a BLPG concept may have a
significant bearing on the optimal configuration of the concept. Previous investigations of combustion
evolution in BLPG test fixtures at Veritay have been conducted largely using the liquid propellant Otto
IL In the present program, both Otto I1and XM46 (formerly designated LGP 1846) were used for concept
considerations and for testing.
2.2.4 Miscellaneous Features. A variety of miscellaneous features are known, which have been or
may be used to achieve some contribution to controlling the combustion in BLPG systems. At present,
these features are considered to be of secondary importance in this role t'. ntrol, compared to the
potential of the chamber-igniter geometry, in-barrel effects, and type of LP noted previously.
A brief list of some of these secondary features follows:
"*soft breech--4o increase the effective compliance of the LP charge by allowing the breech to move
in response to increasing pressure
"*compliant chamber walls--(same purpose as soft breech)
"*soft or movable projectile base-(same purpose as soft breech)
"*LP flow into a projectile base cavity-(same purpose as soft breech)
* programmed venting-(same purpose as soft breech)
* imbedded ullage in chamber--(same purpose as soft breech)
* mix air with LP-for ullage management

8

- swiding LP-to concentrate ullage
- wedges and buffers-to diffuse pressure waves in chamber.

2.3 C

. Two basic types of concepts (shown in Figure 1) were considered for contolling the

interior ballistic process in a medium caliber BLPG and were advanced for further experimental
investigation and evaluation under this SBIR program. Each of these concept types is based pr

aon

using chamber geometry to control the combustion process.
The first type, the in-line multi-chamber concept, consists of an overall gun chamber with two stages.
A breech-initiated, first stage, cylindrical chamber is coupled to a cluster of two or more in-line cylindrical
chambers which form the second stage. This concept is a new alternative to the step-chambers scheme,
which has been explored at Veritay recently using Otto II.
A second concept consists of both single and one-step cylinder-type BLPG chambers (as two versiom
of the same basic concept) properly sized and breech ignited to achieve combustion stability and
reproducibility using the liquid propellant XM46.
The reason for considering both the single and the one-step cylinder-type chambers as a single concept
is that the principal portion of the LP combustion in each case occurs in only one main cylindrical section.
In the one-step configuration, this main chamber section is the one after the step (towards the barrel). If
the diameter (especially) of this main chamber section needs to be large to obtain a chamber of reasonable
shape and volume to contain the LP required for ballistic reasons, this main chamber diameter may be too
large to obtain effective geometrical control of the peak combustion pressure directly. It can be achieved
indirectly, however, by igniting the LP in a small cylinder section chosen (together with the igniter) to
give the desired peak pressure, and by coupling the output of this small chamber directly to the larger
main chamber. This coupling introduces a step in the wall of the overall chamber configuration and yields
a one-step cylinder-type chamber.

9

IN-LINE MULTI CHAMBER

SINGLE CYLINDER

ONE STEP CYLINDER

Figure 1. Basic chamber concern.

The investigation of XM46 ignition and combustion performance in these chamber types is an
extension of similar, previous investigations at Veritay with Otto II, which have yielded promising stable
combustion results. These combined propellant-gun findings were, until recently, unknown for Otto II,
and were also unknown for XM46 at the outset of this program.

The innovative aspect of

this investigation rests in using a different type of LP and characterizing and comparing its combustion
10

performance with that of Otto II obtained in identical BLPO chambers. Favorable correlation of interior

ballistic results between the two LPs could in effect enable a consistent BLMG database to be assembled
from past east using either or both LPs. This should also make future BLPG exploratory testing more
efficient; confirmatory testing would not be altered. Such correlations would help form a base for
modeling the BLPG interior ballistic process

The in-line multi-chamber concept uses a pyrotechnic igniter located on axis at the breech end of the
first stage cylindrical chamber section. The diameter of this first section is chosen to give an expected

peak combustion pressure. The length of the first chamber section is chosen long enough to permit the
early combustion to stabilize before undergoing a transition to the three-chamber configuration of Figure 1.
The diameter ratio of this section to the igniter orifice is used to select the orifice size to ensure that initial
combustion stability is achieved in this first chamber section.

The pyrotechnic igniter parameters

associated with the primer, booster type and mass, and orifice diameter are selected on the basis of what
has performed successfully in past tests to ignite Otto H in the single and one-step chambers.

The geometry of the combustion transition region between the first chamber section and the three inline cylinders is chosen for geometric simplicity, to cause limited generation of turbulene, and to maintain
reasonably smooth combustion evolution. The initial configuration for investigation uses equal diameter

cylinder sections for the first chamber, the three transition region cylinders, and the three in-line chamber
cylinders. The sections in the transition region are splayed at 100 half angle and lie within a right,
tnimcated cone-shaped envelope. The cross section of the small end of the envelope cone is circular and
of the same diameter as the transition region cylinders. The cross section at the large end is also circular
and just circumscribes the outer edges of the in-line cylinders at their breech end. The transition to the
splayed cylinder trio at the front of the ignition section is not smooth, and some turbulence is likely to
occur as well as a small increase in LP combustion rate. The transition from the splayed cylinder trio to
the three in-line cylinders is not perfect, since the sections of the splayed cylinders on a plane
peipindicular to the bore axis are elliptical with a small eccentricity.

This should cause minimal

turbulence at this forward end of the transition region.
In this concept, three in-line cylinder chamber sections, with their axes placed symmetrically about
and parallel to the bore axis, were chosen for investigation. Other numbers of cylinders may be used as
appropriate. The in-line cylinder chamber sections themselves can be chosen to be of a larger diameter
thun the previous ignition and transition sections, if combustion progressivity is desired which exceeds that
11

provided by the number of chambers of the in-line section relative to the ignition section. For additional
control of combustion evolution, it would probably be advantageous to replace the in-line cylinder
chambers with In-line step-chambers. This prospect has not been investigated in this Phase I SBIR effort
Nt is an obvious extension, which may have merit in both progressivity and scaling considerations. As
a first approximation, it is expected that selection of candidate in-line chamber sections can be based on
the combution performance that each would exhibit when tested separately. Ideally, the combustion from
a combination of such chamber sections will result in a properly behaved combustion process.
The diameter of the chamber sections must be chosen to restabilize combustion from the transition
section, but this is not expected to be very critical. Perhaps a more important influence on this choice will
be the amount of scaling required and the progressivity of combustion required to achieve proper pressuretime behavior for projectile acceleration. The flexibility of this multi-chamber approach is very great in
this regard and offers the prospect of tailoring the combustion to meet the needs of a suitable ballistic
cycle in BLPGs. This, together with the alternative of step-chambers, appear to be the BLPG counterparts
of changing or controlling the burning rate of solid propellants as the size scale of the gun is changed.
Finally, the in-line multi-chamber concept involves a second transition region between the in-line
chambers and the bore of the barrel. By the time the combustion reaches this region during the ballistic
cycle, the projectile will have moved a short distance into the barrel and the region of the bore vacated
by the projectile will have been filled with LP. The exact geometry required to maintain a smooth
combustion transition in this region is currently unknown. A few candidate schemes involving geometric
size reduction from the diameter of the circumscribing envelope of the chambers to the inside diameter
of the bore are known, including conical and step reductions.

Exploration and resolution of the

combustion control concept in this forward region are expected to be deferred to the Phase II effort, since
a number of tests will likely be required to determine the efficacy of particular candidate concepts.
The second concept of determining the combustion performance of LP XM46 in single and one-step
BLPG chambers essentially consists of substituting XM46 in place of Otto II and determining the
comparative behavior using the two LPs. More importantly, differences in configuration and operating
parameters required to obtain suitable ballistic performance need to be determined. In this Phase I
program, the goal has been to obtain indications of feasibility of using XM46 in this manner and of
simultaneously achieving reasonable control of the ballistic process. More complete investigation will
require the resources commensurate with a Phase II, SBIR program.
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The single and one-step cylinder-type BLPG chambers use essentially the same ignition configuration
features as outlined previously for the firt chamber section of the in-line multi-chamber concepL One
of the initial unerainties in the use of XM46 resides in how easy or difficult it is to ignite, relative to
Otto I, and what adjustments are required in the breech-positioned igniter to achieve suitable
performiace--even if this performance differs from that obtained with Otto U. The essential igniter
parameters available for adjustment, as noted earlier, include the primer, booster type and mass, and output
orifice diameter.

The use of both a straight cylindrical chamber and a chamber with a single step will allow the
influence of the step on combustion evolution to be assessed with XM46-just as for the case using
Otto H. Associated operating and geometric parameters of concern again include orifice and chamber
diameters and diameter ratios, first chamber section lengths, peak pressures generated, sensitivity of
combustion to generate and reinforce pressure waves, overall combustion stability, combustion
progressivity indications resulting from the presence of the step change in chamber diameter, and so forth.
Initial parameter selections are expected to be those used previously with Otto II so that direct

comparisons can be made in at least the initial results.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

A brief series of live firing tests was conducted to explore the feasibility of the BLPG concepts
formulated here for controlling ignition and combustion evolution in such a system. A 20-mm BLPG test
gun fixture was used, which featured a steel chamber with an oversized cavity to accommodate plastic
chamber inserts that could be individually configured to achieve different interior chamber geometries.

This section describes the test gun fixture, relevant details of its construction and component parts,
and instrumentation used during the test-firing program.

3.1 20-mm Single-Shot Firing Test Fixture.

3.3.1 Gun Test Fixture Assembly. Figure 2 is a detailed drawing of the gun test fixture used in this
program. The available chamber length is 97.87 mm (3.853 in). This length is 0.25 mm (0.010 in) longer
than the plastic insert chamber, to accommodate the tape seals used on the ends of the plastic. The inside
13

diameter of the dcamber is 44.45 -m (1.750 In). This, too, is larger than the plastic insert by 0.18 mm
(0,007 in) to permit easy assembly. A thin film of silicone grease is applied to the plastic inert to fill
the void.

IMT-FI

FMI

11 FM CWPOWE

Mq•

/

-- -----------

Figure 2. 20-mm sindle-shot firing fixture
3.3.2 Barrel. A 20-mm, gain-twist rifled Mann barrel is used on this test gun fixture. It was
manufactured from 4340 tool steel by Apex Rifle Co., formerly of lagstaff, Arizona, and is heat treated
to Rc 34-36. The rifling consists of nine, equally spaced, right-hand lead grooves, duplicating a standani
20-mm, gain-twist barrel.
As seen from Figure 3, the overall length of the barrel is 1.36 m (53.56 in). The external step-down
section of the barrel, starting at 0.91 m (36 in) from the breech end, was incorporated to allow a
simplification of the machining process. The barrel was instrumented at Veritay to incorporate a
piezoelectric pressure transducer at the muzzle, 1.437 m (56.57 in) from the face of the booster orifice.
14
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Figure 3. 20-mm Mann barrel.
3.3.3 Chamber. The chamber was built from 17-4 precipitation-hardened stainless steel, because of
its high strength, availability, chemical resistivity, and reasonable cost. It is heat treated to a hardness of
Rc 40-42.
The nominal outside diameter of the chamber is 127 -n (5 in), and the finished machined length is
239.6 mm (9.433 in). The breech end of the chamber is machin- I to accept a breech with a 341-2A
thread.1 As shown in Figure 4, two inner diameter levels have been cut into the breech end of the
chamber. These two cylindrical sections enable the chamber length to be altered by using various booster
retainers (see Figure 5). The outside diameter of the chamber is threaded at the barrel end, with a 5-8-2A
thread, to allow the attachment of a barrel-chamber coupling block.
The chamber is currently machined to incorporate the use of four piezoelectric pressure transducers.

The actual number of pressure transducers that can be used in the chamber is determined by the length
of the booster retainer used. In the case of this test series, a short chamber booster retainer was employed;
this allowed only three chamber pressure ports to be instnrmented. The fourth pressure port was used as
an access hole to insert a pressure transducer into the booster.

All scmw dreads e intdicaWed in English urnits; 3-8-2A indicates a dfhead of 3 in nominal diner. 8 tread per in,
with a d
2 fiL
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booster retainer is used, a clearance hole through
the chamber wall is availatie to allow easy access
to the booster housing.
The pressure port locations are given in
Figure 4. Chamber position 1is located 7.62 mm
(0.300 in) from the face of the booster orifice.
Chamber positions 2 and 3 are located 32.71 mm
(1.288 in) and 81.28 -m (3200 in) from the

Figure 4. 20-mm chamber.

booster, epectiiely.
3.3.4 Booster Retainer. The booster retainer
is made frtm 17-4 stainless steel, heat treated to
Rc 40-42. The short chamber booster retainer
used in this program is shown in Figure 5. This
retainer fits into the forward cylindrical position of
the chamber fixture, and thereby forms a short
chamber section in the fixture. The retainer is
configured to accept a pressure transducer and a
hexagonal key to achieve precise alignment of the
pressure pathway in the booster housing. A slot
cut into the large diameter section of the retainer

Figure 5. Short chamber booster retainer.

is aligned during retainer installation with a
locking bol in the chamber. This ensures that the booster retainer does not rotate when the breech is
assembled into the chamber. This also helps to assure that the chamber insert, used in conjunction with
this chamber, does not rotate out of alignment with the pressure transducer ports in the chamber.
The booster retainer is designed to accept a wide range of booster housings, thereby enabling the
effects of the quantity of booster powder used to be investigated.
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3.3.5 Booster Housing. The booster housing, shown in Figure 6, fits inside the booster retainer. It
is also made of 17-4 stainless and is beat treated
to Rc 40-42.

PRESSURE PORT

The booster shown here has a

typical capacity of 0.57 cm 3 (0.035 in). The
large opening, opposite the orifice, is incorporated
in the design to permit the use of a small rifle
primer. Because the outside diameter of the rifle
R

primer may be smaller than the booster powder
is
series, the primer
test
this
in
was
it
cavity, as
Figure 6. Booster housing.

first pressed into a steel holder and then pressed
into the booster housing.

3.3.6 Breech. The breech, made of hardened 17-4, was machined with 3-8-2A threads to mate with
the chamber, with a hex to allow tightening, and with a tapped through-hole to allow the insertion of the

firing pin mechanism.
3.3.7 Projectile Spacer. A 316 stainless steel spacer is used to position the base of the projectile in
the high pressure chamber area and not in the barrel where the higher pressures may cause damage. This
spacer positions the base of the projectile flush with the opening of the plastic chamber insert and with
the rotating band resting on the origin of rifling.
3.3.8 Chamber Inserts. Plastic chamber inserts were used to facilitate study of the effects of the
chamber geometry. They also enabled quicker turn-around time between tests. The inserts themselves
are made of cast acrylic rod. The overall length of the finished plastic insert is 97.61 mm (3.843 in) and
the outside diameter is 44.27 mm (1.743 in). The various geometrical configurations used for testing in
this program are indicated in Figure 7. The chamber inside geometry was machined by reaming to the
required depth, using metric reamers, and the finished product was measured for accuracy to ensure system
reproducibility. In the case of the multichambers, the machining of the individual chambers was done
with the help of a drilling fixture, which was designed and built at Veritay.
3.3.9 Ignition System. Ignition is started with a CCI 400 small rifle percussion primer, a product of
Omark Industries. The primer ignites varying amounts of Hercules Canister Powder Unique, or Hercules
2400 Canister Powder. This combination, along with a 1.32-mm-diameter (0.052-in) orifice proved
satisfactory to initiate combustion of the LPs.
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3.3.10 Projectile. The projectile used is a 20-mm target practice bullet, obtained by de-bulleting an
M55-A2 round, lot number LC-24-291. It is a steel bullet with an aluminum nose. The exact mass of
each projectile is recorded for each test; the average mass is 99 g.
3.2 Liguid Mono9mopellanh.

Two types of liquid monopropellants were used in this test program,

the nitrate ester propellant Otto II, and the hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) based monopropellant XM46
(formedy LGP 1846).
The thermo-chemical properties of these propellants have been extracted from Travis et al. (1986) and
Knapton et al. (1988) and ame given in Table 1.
Table 1. Properties of Selected Liquid Propellantsa

Fuel
Name

LP
XM46
Otto I 1 b

I
TEANc

I
19.2

HAN

Water

Impetus

(wt%)

(wt%)

Densiy

Flame
Temperature

60.8

20.0

1.43
1.23

898
866

2,469
1,986

a Loading density = 0.2 g/cm 3.
b Composition of Otto 11: 1. 2 dinitroxo

(g/cm

(J/g)

(K)

Y
1.223
1.266

76%. di-N-buyl sebacate 22.5%, 2 nitrodiphcnylumine 1.3%.

C Triethanolwanoniun nitrae TEAN).

4. INSTRUMENTATION
For all the tests performed in this program, five PCB piezoelectric pressure transducers were
used-one in the barrel, three in the chamber, and one in the booster. Two different model types of PCB
transducers were used: Model 119A and Model 119A02. When used in combination with PCB's Model
462A charge amplifier, Model 119A is capable of measuring pressures up to 690 MPa (100 ksi), and
Model 119A02 measures pressures up to 828 MPa (120 ksi). Although there is no difference in the
pressure readings obtained by the different models their types and placements were recorded on the data
sheets.
The primer strike, and pressure data obtained from each test firing are recorded, displayed and stored
on magnetic diskettes using four-channel Nicolet Oscilloscopes, Model 2090. Sampling rates of 2 ps per
point were used.
19

The projectile velocities were determined by measuring the time of flight between thrne break strips,

located fixed distances apart. The time measurements were made using Global Model 5001 Universal
digital timers.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Exploratory tests of the two basic types of BLPG concepts noted earlier and indicated in Figure I were
conducted to obtain a preliminary indication of the feasibility of using chamber geometr/ to control the
ignition and combustion process, when using either the liquid propellant Otto 11 or XM46.
The in-line multi-chamber tests were conducted solely using Otto I1,because of the expected mild

behavior of this LP and our experience and baseline information associated with its use. This choice of
LP has permitted early exploratory tests, in this and in other programs, to be conducted during less than
perfect conditions, without serious risk of incurring catastrophic gun fixture failure during testing. The
single and one-step cylinder tests were conducted specifically using XM46, to determine its performance
"againsta background of tests conducted using Otto 11 in these same chamber geometries. The catastrophic
failure risk was minimal in this case. These safety concerns are appropriate and relevant inasmuch as the
examination of test results obtained during both optimal and less than optimal conditions are considered
essential for achieving the goals and objectives of this investigation.
A total of 17 tests were conducted under this program; 7 were concerned with the multi-chambers (one
of those was a repeat with Otto II of an earlier test), and 10 with XM46.
A tabulation of the pressures, velocities, action times and ignition delays for the complete test series
is given in Table 2. Configuration data for the 20-mm tests, including insert chamber type. booster orifice
size, booster and propellant loading information, and projectile mass are given in Table 3. Complete sets
of individual pressure-time (P-t) traces for the booster and chamber transducers are given in the appendix,
and selected P-t traces are discussed briefly in this section. Complete data sets together with both pictorial
and fabrication drawings of the 20-mm modular test gun with gain-twist rifled Mann barrel, 1 were
transmitted under separate cover to BRL.

This Government-owned test gum was designed and built under a non-SBIR Army contract with ARDEC (with
Dr. Arthur Bracuti as COR), and was made available for use during this program on a shared basis with other ongoing contract work for ARDEC.
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5.1 In-Line Multi-Chamber C

The tests associated with the in-line multi-chamber were

conducted firt. Test No. I was run as a baseline type of test for this initial series and actually used a
one-step chamber (with chamber insert Type G) rather than a multi-chamber inserL The purpose of this
test was to establish a baseline pressure-time result for the same LP volume as the three-chamber in a
single chamber with the same 11.5-mm-diameter section in front of the step. This apprach permitted
comparison of results in these two cases and provided a P-t trace for comparison with one obtained using
a nearly identical insert in an earlier program, to indicate consistency in test results. Further, this one-step
chamber type was selected because the peak chamber pressures were relatively low and were expected to
translate into corresponding peak pressures low enough in the multi-chamber case to allow the safe
conduct of test operations.
Test No. I used a one-step G-type chamber insert (shown in Figure 8) and Otto 11 as the LP. The
igniter configuration consisted of a CCI-400 small rifle primer and 335 mg of Hercules Canister Powder
Unique.

97.8mm
24.4mm

7

1

11.5mm

20.Omm

44.3mm

Figure 8. One-step chamber insert (chamber type G).

Figure 9 shows an overplot to show reproducibility of the G-type chamber pressure-time traces
obtained in Test No. 1 and a test conducted in an earlier program. The figure shows only the pressures
acquired at the No. 2 pressure transducer location, 32.72 nun (1.288 in) from the booster orifice.
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Figure 9. Comparison of pressure-time Utaces in currnt and vast tests using Otto H.
The pressure trace labeled "previous test" baseline in Figure 9 was acquired from a pievious at
prog-am using a chamber insert with slightly different sizes from those used in this test series. The
differences are in the diameters of the smaller diameter cylindrical section, and of the larger diameter
section. Thr smaller diameter for Test No. I is 11.5 mm (0.4528 in), while the small diameter in the
earlier test is 11.7 nun (0.463 in). The large diameter in Test No. I is 20 mm (0.787 in), and the large
diameter in the earlier test is 19.8 mm (0.781 in). Although there is a slight difference in sizes, it is
apparent from Figure 9 that these small differences have not caused any significant change in the peak
pressure or in the shape of the curve. This apparent insensitivity of the P-t trace to small changes in
chamber diameters may not hold if the diameters are scaled to other sizes.
Test No. 2 was conducted using the in-line multi-chamber concept, but a malfunction in the
instrumentation tigger mechanism resulted in the failure to record pressure data. Only one velocity
mea.urement was obtained.
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Test No. 3 used the in-line multi-chamber i=% designated 6.35 Multi G, which duplicated the area

change In the single step chmber Type G used in Tet No. 1. This multi-chamber configuraton is shown
in Figure 10. For this test, 31.0 g of the LP Otto H was used. The igniter consisted of a CCI 400 small
rifle primer and a booster load of Hercules Canister Powder Unique.

Figure 10. In-line multi-charber insert Tvy

6.35 Multi G.

Experience with the combustion phenomena In a geometrically designed chamber configuration has
indicated that the peak pressure is directly related to the diameter of the first cylindrical section, assuming
the length of this section is adequate to allow the combustion of liquid propellant to stabilize before
proceeding to the next section of increased area. Accordingly, a reasonable assurance against overpressurization in the multi-chamber configuration was achieved by incorporating the use of the small
11.5-mm-diameter (0.453 in) first chamber, as used in Test No. 1, the baseline test. The change in area
between the single chamber to the multi-chamber section of the G-type multi-chamber is 1:3, or 1.04 cm 2
to 3.12 cm2 . This area change is approximately the same as that in the previous test, where the change
is 1.04 cm 2 to 3.14 cm 2. A second area change also occurs in the G-type multi-chamber at the projectile
end. This change in area is 3.12 cm2 to 2.93 cm 2 . This area change is the result of a cut-out region that
was introduced to reduce the amount of resistance to the gas flow from the chamber to the barreL Other
are changes that are incurred in the test fixture are the openings in the projectile holder and the rifted
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portion of the barrel

se are changes are relatively small and are lose to the area change at the cut

out region, but they do produce a turbulent effect which increases the bum surface area At present, it
is believed that the second hump in the pressure-time curve of Test No. 3, shown in the appendix. is the
result of tubulence generated near the area changes in the cut-out region and the projectile-holder
locations.
Test No. 4 was a single chamber insert type test conducted with LP XM46 and will be noted in the
next section.
Test No. 5 was a repeat of Test No. 3, using the 6.35 Multi G chamber. A comparson of their
pressure-time results is given in Figure 11. The reproducibility of P-t traces for these two tests tends Io
show some promise in the region of the primary pressure peak but is lacking at times, exceeding about
0.8 ms in the ballistic cycle. Development of this second major pressure peak is believed to be the result
of a combination of effects possibly involving, first, a turbulence-enhanced combustion rate as the
combustion from the in-line cylinders exits into the combined chamber region of enlarged cross-sectional
area just behind the projectile, and second, an in-barrel burning of LP behind the moving projectile.
Because of the apparent basis for this second pressure pulse, inherently it may not be very reproducible
and will need further attention to ensure that its behavior can be controlled or circumvented.
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Test No. 6 was conducted using a 9.52 Multi O-type chamber insert, shown in Figure 7, to expnio
the effect of an increase in length of the 19.30-mm-diameter opening of the chamber insert at the prejectile
end. This length was 6.35 mm in Test No. 3 and 5, and the increased length for Test No. 6 was 9.52 mm.

The rationale for examining this length chag was to learn if the conjecture of uibulence-anhanced
and/or in-banel combustion was associated with the formation of the second pressure peak observed
during Test No. 3 and 5. or whether these effects (which should be affected by the length change) were

non-operatve, and some other effeft might be involved. The msults of the 0-type multi-chamber fuings
of Test No. 5 and 6 are compared in Figure 12. This companson indicates that the lons" front region

of Test No. 6 increases the maximum value of the second pressure peak. Hence, it appears that our initial
assessment of this peak being influenced by the chamber geometry at the frnt of the in-line multicylinders is essentially correct--although it does not indicate whether tuibulence or other in-barrl effects
are responsible. "No attempt was made in this Phase I program to further assess the nature of this second
pressure peak or to smooth, reduce, or control it. Its source appears to be identified, and techniques may

be applied to further influence its behavior later in a Phase U effort.
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TeU No. 7 explored the effect of increasing die diameter of the single chamber section closest to the
oofirifie

The previous multi-chamber Tent No. 23, and 5 used an 11.5-mm-diameter first chamber, while
Teat No. 7 used a 14-mm-diameter chamber. This test again illustrates the apparent validity of the general
finding that the peak presur is directly relaled to the diameter of the first cylindrical chamber section,
as can be seen in Figure 13, which compares P-t traces of Test No. 3,5, and 7.
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Tea No. 17 was the last multi-chamber test fired during this Phase I program. It used a 6.35 Multi
P-type chamber insert, and 43.0 g of Otto L. The purpose of this test was to explore the effects of using
a 14.0-mm-diameter first chamber section with 14.0-mm-diameter in-line multi-cylinder chamber. The
connecting cylinder splay in the transition region used the original 11.5-mm-diameter cylinders, rather than
those with the larger 14.0-mm value. This was deliberate to see if significant pressure changes or time
delays developed by using these connecting cylinders. The pressure-time trace for Test No. 17 are given

in the appendix.
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No apamem time delay effecs resulted from these geometry changes, but the peak pressure values

co111sno-ndWn to the first peak incremed, and the magnitude of the second pressure peak increased
slgnliftculy. This suggests that more of the combustion in the ballistic cycle took place in the region

ahead of the muli-cylinder complex tm was the cue, for example, in Test No.7. The high pressure
spike noar the center of the secrnd pressure peak in Test No. 17 is of undetermined origin, but it is real
and has probably aisen from a particular combustion pulse that occurred in the barrel ahead of the
chamber. The pulse arrived first at the forward-most pressure transducer in the dumber and successively
later at the more rearward transducers. The fact that such a pulse occurred is not viewed with any alam
at this step of investigation and is exactly the type of combustion anomaly the authors are seeking to
overcome by stabilizing the combustion process. Obviously, the configuration used in this test does not
meet this goal.
5.2 Single Cvlinder-Tvo Chaamber Concept. The test series that examined single and step-chamber
type concepts was conducted using the LP XM46.
Test No. 4, which was tz-fList run in this series, used the 11.5-mm (0.453-in) B-type straight chamber
shown in Figure 14. The propellant load was 15.0 g of XM46, and the primer-booster combination was
a CCI-400 primer and 335 mg of Hercules Canister Powder Unique as the booster.
A set of pressure-time traces for
Test No. 4 and for a test fired in a
previous program using Otto II as the
liquid

propellant

in

the

same

geometry is shown in Figure 15. The
interesting feature about these
comparison plots, beside the near
duplication

11.50

TYPE B

of the pressure-time

profile, is that the

lower

impetus

Otto n (866 Jig) generated a higher
overall pressure than that of the

XM46 (898 J/g). This agreement
between the Otto 11 test and the
XM46 test, in the straight 11.5-mm

Figure 14. Single cylinder chamber insert.

chamber, shows promise that the
XM46 propellant can be as controllable in the geometric chamber configurations as is the Otto II.
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Figure 15. Comoarson of nssume-time traces in current and past tests using different LPs.
Test No. 8 was the next test run in this series. This test was run in the Type B, 11.5-mm-diameter
single cylinder chamber--th same chamber geometry as used in Test No. 4. The type of booster powder
was changed from Hercules Canister Powder Unique to Hercules Canister Powder 2400, in an attempt to
lower the Initial pressure spike observed in Test No. 4 by lowering the gas temperature of the booster
powder.

To keep the mass of the booster powder approximately the same, a new booster housing was
fabricated to obtain the new required volume. Comparing the pressure-time traces of Test No. 4 and 8
(these P-t traces are shown in the appendix), it is evident that this approach did succeed in diminishing

the initial pressure spike.
Test No. 9 was conducted to investigate the effect of increasing the diameter of the chamber on the
chamber pressure. The diameter was increased to 14 mm, using an O-type chamber insert, as compared
to Test No. 4 and 8, which used the 11.5-rm-diameter Type B chamber insert. The propellant was 21.7 g
of XM46, initiated by 338 mg of Hercules Canister Powder 2400 and a CCI-400 small rifle primer. An
increase in peak chamber pressure was expected, since the diameter of the combustion chamber was
enlarged. However, as shown in the appendix, Test No. 9 (booster) displayed a very long ignition delay.
This long delay of approximately 3.8 ms was too long to allow recording of the chamber pressure time
curves, because the event took place outside dse time window set on the recording device.
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An erroneous analysis was made initially of both the chamber and booster pressure records acquired
during Test No. 9. Since the chamber P-t traces showed no pressure readings, it was first assumed that
a misalignment of the pressure ports caused the loss of chamber pressure data. The P-t trace for the
booster was misread. Hence, Test No. 10 was run to duplicate Test No. 9. Later analysis of the booster
pressure-time curve, after Test No. 11 was run using a wider time window, identified a delay in ignition
as the true cause for the lack of observed chamber pressure-time curves. This analysis of the booster
pressure trace for Test No. 9 enabled the peak chamber pressure to be estimated from the pressure back
flow into the booster housing through the 1.32-mm orifice. This estimated chamber pressure was above
340 WIa.
Test No. 10 was a duplicate of Test No. 9, using the 0-type chamber insert. However, it produced
a fairly respectable pressure-time curve (see Test No. 10 traces in the appendix). Since it was not known
at that time that Test No. 9 had a long ignition delay, the authors assumed that Test No. 10 was good and
continued to test a larger diameter chamber.

Relying on the data obtained in Test No. 10, Test No. II was run, using the A-type chamber insert
with a 16-mm (0.6299-in) inside diameter. The results of Test No. II were similar to those for Test No. 9
and indicated a long ignition delay. This was found by examining the booster pressure trace obtained in
Test No. 11, shown in the appendix. At that time, a close examination of the booster pressure traces of
Test No. 9 and 11 indicated an ignition delay in both cases. Test No. 10 would not have been run had
this been observed earlier in Test No. 9.

The ignition delays found in Test No. 9 and 11 were indicative of poor ignition ,nd could have been
the result of the lower flame temperature of the booster powder used, an improperly sized booster output
orifice, too small a quantity of booster powder relative to the quantity of LP, or a combination of these.

Resolution of this early ignition problem was pursued by returning to the use of Hercules Canister
Powder Unique as the booster powder. Test No. 12 used an 0-type straight chamber insert with a
14.0-mm (0.5512-in.) inside diameter. The igniter configuration consisted of 335 mg of Hercules Canister
Powder Unique, initiated by a CCI-400 small rifle primer. The decreased liquid propellant volume and
the hotter flame temperature booster propellant produced a reasonable pressure-time curve. The Hercules
Canister Powder Unique used in Test No. 12 had a flame temperature 3,379 K compared to Hercules
Canister Powder 2400 at 3,214 K used in Test No. 8 through 11.
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Test No. 13 continued the series with an increased chamber diameter of 16 mm (0.6299 in.), using

the A-type straight chamber insert. The booster combination, 335 mg of Hercules Canister Powder Unique
and a CCI-400 primer were used as before. The expected increase in peak chamber pressure did occur.
As shown in the pressure time trace for Test No. 13 in the appendix, a high pressure spike occurred in
the P-t trace for the Chamber I position. This spike is not seen in the Chamber 2 or 3 positions and has
been attributed to a "water-hammer" type of effect arising from the way the pressure transducer was

installed. Ibis hammer effect has been substantiated by a notation in the test data sheet; the silicone,
grease which was placed in the transducer port of the plastic chamber insert, was pushed in farther than
normal during assembly, therefore leaving an air gap between the transducer and the grease plug.
In Test No. 14, the combustion behavior was explored in the geometry of an I-type, single-step
chamber insert. "Again, the same ignition configuration was used as in Test No. 13, 335 mg of Hercules
Canister Powder Unique and a CCI-400 primer. As shown in the pressure time traces for Test No. 14
(chambers 1, 2, and 3) in the appendix, an ignition delay occurred. This effect is not desirable as seen
in the earlier Tests No. 9 and 11. This ignition delay observed in Test No. 14 was believed to result from
an increased amount of liquid compression (for a given pressure) associated with the larger volume of LP
contained in chamber insert Type I, compared with the LP volume used in previous tests.

To correct for this delay, two options were available. The first option was to decrease the booster
orifice diameter, and the second option was to increase the amount of booster propellant. In either case,
the objective of the change was to overcome the effect of an increased amount of liquid compression
resulting from the larger volume of liquid propellant-assuming the booster propellant and orifice size
combination were within the necessary range of parameters to effectively ignite the liquid propellant.

In Test No. 15, a decreased orifice size of 1.17 mm (0.046 in) was chosen instead of the larger
1.32-mm (0.052-in) diameter used in earlier tests.

An I-type chamber insert was used in Test No. 15, the same as that used in Test No. 14. The booster
powder was 325 mg of Hercules Canister Powder Unique, ignited again by a CCI-400 small rifle primer.
The pressure-time curve obtained for Test No. 15, and shown in the appendix, indicated that a long
ignition delay occurred. This ignition delay further indicated that the 335 mg of the Hercules Canister
Powder Unique booster propellant was marginal for this test.
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Test No. 16 again used the I-type chamber insert, a larger booster orifice diameter of 1.32 -u
(0.052 in), and 390 mg of Hercules Canister Powder Unique booster powder. Increasing the amount of
booster powder shortened the ignition delay, but a further increase appears to b- needed.
The problems encountered here in igniting XM46 in the single and one-step chambers is unfortunately
not completely atypical in the process of determining the correct type of igniter for a BLPG system. In
general, it seems that the LP XM46 is somewhat more difficult to ignite than the LP Otto II. Once
ignited, however, the combustion behavior of these two LPs appears to be similar phenomenologically,
in the sense of being responsive to control by chamber geometry. This result may have significant
implications for achieving similar results using different LPs.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This investigation has shown experimentally that each of the two concepts that were formulated and
explored under this T-"gram are favorable in controlling the BLPG interior ballistic process by using
chamber geometry to control the combustion.
The first concept is an in-line multi-chamber, in which a breech-initiated, first stage, cylindrical
chamber is coupled to a cluster of two or more in-line cylindrical chambers, that form the second stage.
This concept is a new alternative to the step-chambers scheme, which has been investigated at Veritay
recently using the LP Otto II.

The second concept investigated consists of single and one-step cylinder-type BLPG chambers,
properly sized and breech ignited to achieve combustion control using the liquid propellant XM46. The
innovative aspect of this investigation involved using a different type of LP and briefly comparing its
combustion performance with the promising stable combustion results obtained recently in identical BLPG
chambers using Otto II.
Mechanical control of the combustion process within a BLPG system by means of chamber geometry
has I-otential to enable a greater range of liquid propellant types to be used in such a system.
The in-line multi-chamber concept provides a -eans

for achieving mechanical control of the

combiustion process in a BLPG system and has potential to maintain this control if the BLPG system is
scaled over a range of sizes.
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Although ignition is known to be important in properly starting the interior ballistic combustion
process, how the liquid propellant combustion evolves after ignition is the most important factor in
achieving a desirable interior ballistics performance in a bulk-loaded liquid propellant gun.
This study has confirmed that ignition and early combustion stability in an initial LP chamber can be
achieved by proper choice of the relative diameters of the igniter orifice and the propellant containing
chamber.
The study has confirmed that combustion stability in the main liquid propellant gun chamber(s) can
be controlled by proper choice of the chamber geometry.
The study indicates that in-barrel combustion can occur and that its control or minimization is essential
to achieve overall control of the interior ballistic combustion process in a BLPG system.
On the basis of the investigations conducted during this program, it is recommended that both concepts
addressed here be explored and developed further to confirm technical feasibility, to demonstrate effective
overall control and repeatability of the interior ballistic process, and to provide the basis for developing
BLPG concepts for weaponization.
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